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Abstract
Pump scheduling is a decision-making problem in water distribution networks. The aim is to plan the pumping operations to minimize the energy cost
over the day ahead. Modelling the binary status of the pumps and the nonconvex pressure-flow relations throughout the network results in non-convex
Mixed Integer Non-Linear programs (MINLP) that could be particularly hard to solve. The branch-and-check algorithm [1] implemented on top of a
commercial linear solver to guarantee the global optimization paradigm for solving such non-convex MINLPs is viable due to convexification of malign
constraints. The looseness of convexifications (relaxations) exacerbates the convergence of the optimization process. In response to these caveats, we
propose bound tightening and generation of valid inequalities (i.e., cutting planes) at preprocessing stage. This may mitigate the effect of relaxations
in form of continuous or nonlinearity, yet potentially too costly. We have proposed a surrogate model to efficiently lower estimate some bounds and a
heuristic to control the generation of such cuts.

1. Pump scheduling
Scheduling the status of pumps at each time step
(xkt = {0, 1} ∀k ∈ K ∀t ∈ T) in a way that the
tariff incentive energy bill is minimized while the
given demand profile and physical constraints
are met.
The caveats of such a problem are:

• integrality of decision variables

• non-linear equality constraint in pumps
and pipes’ pressure-flow relationship en-
forcing non-convexity

As a result, a large-scale non-convex MINLP in-
tractable for global solvers

2. Branch-and-check algorithm
Relaxation of the non-convex pressure-flow rela-
tionship via outerapproximation (ROA)[1]. Lin-
earized version of the feasible set is larger than
original non-convex set. This requires checking
the feasibility and cost of each encountered in-
teger node in branch and bound approach.

3. Strengthening mathematical formulation at the preprocessing stage
• Optimization-based Bound tightening, OBBT[2]: defining auxiliary optimization prob-

lem, the max/min of each variable leading to a feasible solution over relaxed version of the
original constraints [3]

• Cutting planes: separating infeasible solutions from the relaxed polyhedral set

– tackling the non-linearity by shaving, disjunctive programming, and strong dual-
ity[4]

– tackling the integral complexity
∗ flow cover inequalities by lifting via Mixed-integer rounding and superadditivity
∗ cardinality cuts: exploiting underlying structure of sceduling problems; minimum

number of required ON pumps until a certain time step (e.g, t′ ∈ T) by decomposition,
can be too much time consuming

5. Surrogate model for cut generation
The cuts should:

• have a tractable generation process

• be tight enough to remove infeasible re-
gions as much as possible

These two criteria are usually orthogonal
conditional cardinality cuts: finding the
lower estimation of required number of active
variables for a decomposed problem under some
conditions.

• heuristic to find appropriate conditions

• surrogate model to lower estimate the
RHS of inequalities based on these condi-
tions

Surrogate model is viable by aggregating subsets
of constraints and nodes resulting to a less com-
plex graph consisting of supernodes and cutsets

4. Experimental result

Experimental result over a benchmark, C0: no pre-
processing, C1: with preprocessing

ub: upper bound, lb= dual bound, gap: optimality gap between ub
and lb (time to proof optimality), 1st: the time to obtain first feasible
solution

6. Heuristic for cut generation Conclusions

• Strengthening mathematical formulation
of pump scheduling problem is inevitable
due to relaxations

• Bound tightening and cutting generation
are promising methods to speed up the
convergence of optimization process in the
framework of global optimization

• Some preprocessing techniques demands
high computational cost, we address this
issue by introducing a surrogate model and
a heuristic

• This heuristic can be superceded by a
learning algorithm
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